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for four time intervals: Late Pleistocene (before
humans arrived in the Americas), Holocene (when
only aboriginal populations were present), pre1983 (before the mass mortality of Diadema
antillarum), and post-1983 (after the Diadema
mortality).
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Tegner who died while diving after this paper was
submitted. This work was conducted as part of the
Long-TermEcological Records of Marine Environments, Populations and Communities Working
Group supported by the National Center for Ecological Analysisand Synthesis (funded by NSFgrant
DEB-0072909,the Universityof California,and the

University of California,Santa Barbara).Additional
support was also provided for the PostdoctoralAssociate MXKin the Group.L.W.B.was also supported by NSFgrant OCE-9711448.We thank A. Bolten,
S. Cooper,N. Knowlton,B. Mitterdorfer,E.Sala, and
two anonymous reviewersfor discussionsand comments on the manuscript.
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Ottar N. Bj0rnstadl* and Bryan T. Grenfell2
Both biotic interactionsand abiotic randomforcingare crucialinfluences
on population dynamics.This frequently leads to roughly equal importance of deterministic and stochastic forces. The resulting tension between noise and determinism makes ecological dynamics unique, with
conceptualand methodologicalchallengesdistinctivefrom those in other
dynamicalsystems. Thetheory for stochastic,nonlinearecologicaldynamics has been developed alongside methods to test models. A range of
dynamicalcomponents has been considered-density dependence,environmentaland demographicstochasticity,and climaticforcing-as well as
their often complex interactions.We discuss recent advances in understandingecologicaldynamicsand testing theory using long-termdata and
review how dynamicalforces interactto generate some central field and
laboratorytime series.

The dynamics of marine stocks serve as
an illustrationof the currentparadigm.Most
commercial fish stocks vary greatly in abundance and the associated time series exhibit
complex spectra,with combinationsof highfrequencyoscillations and longer term trends
(4, 5) (Fig. 1). High-frequency oscillations
are thoughtto arise from environmentalvariability particularly affecting reproduction
[through expatriation of eggs, temperatureinduced mortality,etc. (4)], as well as interactions between individuals(competitionand
cannibalism)or between species (fish-fish or
plankton-fishinteractions).The low-frequenlong-term studies (often 10 or more gener- cy oscillations and trends are usually related
The centuryof studies in populationecology
to extemal forcing such as overfishing, clihas been dominatedby a nested set of debates ations) through time series analysis.
There has been much parallel and inter- matic changes, and decadal, supra-,or superregardingthe importanceof various dynamical forces. The first controversy concerned twined developmentof these three dynamical decadal oscillations in climate. The most rethe relative impact of biotic versus abiotic themes, and history testifies to a succession cent studies that combine theoreticalmodeling with time series analysis indicatethat the
of popularity of the various positions (1).
control of population fluctuations. The key
Crudelysummarized,early focus on extrinsic full variability in marine stocks can only be
question was the relative importance of
"noise"(small-scale, high-frequencystochas- influences was replaced by the "density-de- explained by considering the interactionbetic influences)versus climatic forcing(larger- pendent paradigm" (2) in the 1950s and tween nonlinear dynamics and stochastic
scale, often lower-frequencysignals) versus 1960s. This accelerated in the late 1970s, forcing (5, 6), often in the face of strong
nonlinear interactions between individuals with May's cri de coeur (3) about the poten- human influences (7, 8) and obscured by
of the same or different species. The second tial of dynamical complexity even in simple measurementerror(5, 7).
The relative importanceof differentcomquestion concerned the impact of intrinsic models, leading to a focus in the 1980s on
nonlinearityand the detection of determinis- ponents of ecological dynamicsdiffers some(i.e., intraspecific) processes, as opposed to
extrinsic or community-level interactions, tic chaos (Taken's embedology, Lyapunov what between systems-notably between teran argumentthat has been particularlyheat- exponents, etc.). Research has focused on restrial versus marine, vertebrateversus invertebrate,simple versus complex life-cycle,
two frontsin the past decade:(i) the impactof
ed with reference to population cycles. A
large-scale climatic forcing, coinciding with etc. However, evidence is mounting that all
third debate, nested within the latter, concerns the "dimensionality" of population the rise in popularityof climate change stud- componentscontributeand interactat particfluctuations; given that most populations ies throughthe early 1990s, and (ii) stochas- ular spatial and temporal scales in most systic nonlinearmodels that combine the nonlin- tems. Here we review the currentunderstandare embedded in rich communities and affected by numerous interspecific interac- ear deterministicand (largely) linear stochas- ing of the different forces that drive ecologtic theories. The goal in synthesizing these ical dynamics.
tions, can simple (low-dimensional) models
Simple density-dependent interactions.
involving one or a few species capture the approachesin recent years is to understand
patternsof fluctuations? All these questions how population fluctuations arise from the Nonlinear,density-dependentinteractionscan
interplayof noise, forcing, and nonlineardy- potentially stabilize or promote fluctuations
have been studied through a number of
detailed analyses of specific systems in namics. The comparableimportanceof deter- in abundancebecause such interactionscan
either result in stable equilibria(point attracwhich theoretical models are linked with ministic and stochastic forces makes ecological dynamicsunique. In particular,the inter- tors, namely "the carrying capacity") or cyaction between noise and nonlineardetermin- clic or chaotic attractors, associated with
'Departmentof Entomology,501 ASIBuilding,Penn
ism in ecological dynamics adds an extra strongly overcompensatory density depenState University,UniversityPark,PA 16802, USA.
dence (3). About 25 years ago, Hassell et al.
2Departmentof Zoology, Universityof Cambridge, level of complexity comparedwith the large(9) and Gumey et al. (10) took the bold step
ly stochasticdynamicsof, say, economic sysCambridgeCB23EJ,UK.
of insisting that the then-qualitative,strategic
*To whom correspondenceshould be addressed.E- tems or the largely deterministicdynamics of
theory ought to be testable by analyses of
many physical and chemical processes.
mail:onbl@psu.edu
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time series of abundance.The researchagenda was therebyfocused on apportioningvariability in abundance.
Initially, time series were used to test for
density dependence in population growth.
The idea is that density dependence, which
implies a negative relationbetween per capita
population growth rates and population density, should producea discerniblesignaturein
time series data. Technical explorationto test
for this signature uncovered numerous pitfalls (confoundingcorrelationwith causation,
for instance) and causes of spurious results
(measurementerrorand environmentalcorrelation are notable culprits). However, since
the advent of robust and unbiased tests (11,
12), evidence of density dependence in population growth is often observed in long-term
studies. Variations on this line of inquiry
noted that age- or stage-structuredpopulations may exhibit density dependence that
acts with a time lag, reflecting the developmentalperiod.With multiple interactingstages or age classes, density-dependent feedbacks may also act with several lags simultaneously. Therefore, the methodology has
been extended to test for number of lags
(called the "orderof density dependence")as
well as for regulation in multi-species systems against the null hypothesis of purely
stochastic variation (11, 13, 14).
Stochastic variation. Because of the inherent discreteness of individuals, populations will fluctuate even in the absence of
nonlinearinteractionsor environmentalvariability. Such demographic stochasticity was
initially investigated by the early statistical
demographers (15, 16). According to this
theory, stable populations should fluctuate
around the carrying capacity according to a
Poisson or negative binomial distribution.
Variance in such fluctuations will increase
with abundance,but the importanceof demographic stochasticity scales inversely with
carrying capacity in the sense that the coefficient-of-variation(SD divided by the mean)
decreases with density (15-17). An early
analysis to test these distributional predictions studied numeroustime series and used
the fact that the slope of log variance versus
log mean should be between one and two (but
strictly smaller than two) for fluctuations
arising from demographicstochasticity (18).
This study revealed fair agreement;however,
it and otheranalyses of abundancetime series
of animals in the wild have uncoveredseveral
instances of "extra-demographic"variability.
The most obvious cause of extra-demographicvariationis environmentalstochasticity: random fluctuations in the environment
that induce temporal variation in per capita
growth rates. The consequences of such environmental fluctuations are that population
size will be distributedaccordingto a gamma
or log-normaldistributionaroundequilibrium

TIME

-

SouthernOscillation (ENSO) and the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)]. Linking animal
dynamics or demography to these climatic
featureshas become somethingof an industry
in recent years. The link between time series
of abundanceof planktonic copepods in the
North Sea and the NAO, via phytoplankton
productivity, provides a mechanistically
well-understood example (22). We further
discuss climatic forcing in the case studies.
Complexdynamics.Stochasticityand density-dependent feedbacks play a role in all
ecological systems. However, additional issues arise whenever delayed or overcompensatory density dependence drives complex
dynamics. Significant progress has recently
been made in testing a range of more complex theoreticalpredictions:
1) Dimensionality of interactions. Specialist enemies are predictedto induce delays
in regulationof the host, and therebyincrease
the dimensionalityof host dynamics [see, for
example, (14)]. From a dynamical systems
point of view, this delay comes aboutbecause
of the (one-way) equivalence between the
state-space representation (i.e., the model
consideringpredatorsand prey simultaneously) and the delay-coordinate representation
(i.e., the model of delayed feedbacks in only
one of the species) (11, 14). On the ecological side, this is an importantcorrespondence
because it allows us to understandlags in the
density-dependent feedbacks. Statistically
this equivalence also helps us test theory
because the ordercan be estimatedeven without knowing the details of the ecological
interactions(23).
The prediction of increased dimensionality of host dynamics in the presence of specialist enemies has been tested by adding a
parasitoid and a virus to laboratorypopulations of the Indian Meal moth, Plodia inter-

(19, 20). The slope of log variance plotted
against log mean is exactly two for such
distributions.Therefore,populationsaffected
by environmentalstochasticity will be more
variable, and the coefficient-of-variation is
independentof carryingcapacity. The direct
consequence of environmental stochasticity
is that demographic rates are not constant
throughtime, but are distributedaccordingto
some distribution.
Stochastic population fluctuations will
representa mixture of demographicand environmentalvariability. Recent work on apportioning stochastic variability to each of
these components uses diffusion approximations to the birth-deathprocess (20). According to this, the variance in the per capita
growth rate,r(x), is approximately(as long as
abundance, x, is not too low and density
dependence is not overcompensatory)given
by var[r(x)] = uIx + u,x2, where a' is the
demographic variance and a' is the environ-

mental variance (20, 21). The magnitude of
each of these components as well as the
strength of density dependence, b, in the
growthratecan then be estimatedon the basis
of a time series of data by considering that
r(xt) - log(xt+I/xt)

-

N(a - b xt, a2 +

r2/Xt)

(21). Here "-N(p,, v)" is the shorthandnotation for "is normally distributedwith mean
p. and variance v." This technique was applied to long-term data on passerine birds to
test how the two sources of stochastic variability scale with abundance.The study confirmed that both environmental and demographic variability are significant in a wild
population,and that demographicstochasticity declines with population size (21).
Environmentalforcing. Large-scale climatic fluctuationsare characteristicallyautocorrelated,showing a dominance of multiannual or decadalvariability[e.g., the El NifioA
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competition and cannibalismin the juvenile classes and by stochastic reproductiondue to
expatriationand starvationof eggs and larvae.(B)The abundanceindexfrom scientificcensus of
young of the year (0-group: circlesand blacklines,left axis)and 1-year-old(1-group: circlesand
coast (57) exhibitserraticfluctuations.(C)The
red lines,rightaxis)alongthe NorwegianSkagerrak
periodogramrevealsthat the dynamicsare dominatedby both high-frequencyoscillationsand
long-termlow-frequencytrends (5).
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ptunctella (14). The predictions of lags in
regulation and a significant increase in dimensionality of the system's dynamics in the
presence of the parasitoidwere confirmed in
the experimentaltime series (14).
2) Cycles and chaos. A second theoretical
predictionis thatinteractionsbetweenstages or
age classes can result in stable, cyclic, or chaotic fluctuations,dependingon the strengthof
the interactions(24). Cyclic time series can
easily be distinguishedfromothertypes of fluctuationsthroughspectralanalysis(25). Separating chaoticfluctuations(characterized
by exponential sensitivity to initial conditions) from
simple stochastic fluctuationsis much more
difficultand is a focus of continuousmethodological debateand refinement(Fig. 2). However, an importantqualitativedifference between the two is thatchaoticfluctuationspaint
complex geometric objects in phase-space,
whereas simple stochasticfluctuationsdo not.
Considerationsof the "spatial distance" (in
state-space)between observedtime series and
theoreticalattractorsis a most promisingavenue for testing hypothesesof chaotic fluctuations (26). Such considerationsalso promisea
robustcriterionfor estimatingmodel parameters (27).
The transition from stable to cyclic and
chaotic dynamics, predicted by a detailed

0O.6

TIME

considerationof the geometry of state-space,
was recently confirmed through manipulations of between-stage cannibalism rates in
laboratorypopulations of flour beetles (Thiboliulmspp.). Cannibalismrates were manipulated by physically segregating stages or by
subsidizing or diminishing recruitmentinto
each stage class (28, 29). In particular,dynamics are predicted and observed to shift
from stable to cyclic or chaotic, dependingon
the rate of cannibalism of pupae by adults.
The laboratory experiments beautifully recreated the predicted bifurcation cascade
(Fig. 3, B throughD).
3) Coexisting attractors.A third theoretical prediction is that both stage-structured
and trophicinteractionscan lead to coexisting
attractors(30, 31). That is, depending on the
initial conditions, different realizations of a
process can exhibit qualitativelydistinct dynamics because trajectories may lock onto
alternative dynamic regimes. For instance,
the trophic interactionbetween Daphnia and
their algal food-source is predicted to have
two coexisting attractors(30, 31). These predictions have also been tested in laboratory
populationsand have been confirmedthrough
qualitative and quantitativeconsiderationof
the time series of abundanceusing a statespace perspective (Fig. 4).
These slowly accumulating laboratory-

based verificationsof the componentsof ecological theoryare very promising.Populations
in the wild, of course,are subjectto the whole
spectrumof forces acting in concert.This sets
two linked challenges for theoreticalecology.
The first is to build models that incorporate
low- andhigh-frequencystochasticityas well as
nonlinearinteractions.The secondis to describe
and understandhow determinismand noise interact.Essentially,the interactionsresult from
stochasticperturbations
"probing"a system,revealing dynamicalbehaviornot readilyapparent in the deterministicdynamics.Forexample:
(i) Deterministicallystablesystemsoftenexhibit phase-forgettingcycles when affectedby environmentalstochasticity(25). (ii) In addition
to attractors(Figs. 3 and 4), thereis the possibility of unstableequilibria(representingsaddles) (32) (Fig. 3E) and unstableinvariantsets
("repellors")
(33). Smallstochasticdisturbances
can push populationsonto differentcoexisting
attractorsor close to unstable equilibria(or
repellors)wherethe trajectorieswill linger(Fig.
3F). If the unstableinvariantsets are complex,
stochasticdynamicsmay be entirelyunrelated
to any individualstable attractor(33). (iii) In
age-structured
populationsthatdeterministically exhibita stableor cyclic attractor,dynamics
can appearto be superimposedon long-term
trendsbecause stochasticreproductionis temporally "echoed" by life-cycle interactions
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Fig. 2. Nonlinear forecasting to distinguish
measurementerrorfrom ecologicalsignal.The
Rickermodel (with parameterstuned to a limit
cycle) was subjected to stochasticity in the
growth rate, and clothed by three different
levels of samplingerror(67). Measurementerror inducesvariabilityin the data that resembles dynamicvariability,a resemblancethat is
superficialbecause samplingvariabilityis not
inherent to the system, and does not have
consequencesfor the underlyingdynamics.The
figure shows k-step ahead predictionprofiles
(23, 68) forthe modelas follows:bluediamond,
chaos; red triangle,environmentalstochasticity; light blue cross,demographicstochasticity.
The predictionprofilesfor the first half of Nicholson's blowfly data (10) (open circle),and
the averageprofilefor 14 lynxtime series (38)
(solid line) is also includedfor comparison(the
errorbars for the Lynxrepresentstandarderrors).Thus,measurementerrorsresultin lower
1-step ahead prediction,but the predictability
does not declinewith predictioninterval.Thisis
in starkcontrastto dynamicvariability(whether stochastic or chaotic).
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effect (5). (iv) Chathrougha cohort-resonance
otic attractorsmake forecastingabilityvery restrictedbecause of sensitivityto initial conditions (3, 34) (Fig. 2). Whenchaoticsystemsare
affectedby stochasticitythe "global"deterministic propertiesbecomes unimportantbecause
the complex phase-spaceoften containssaddle
nodes, repellors,and multipleattractors.However, locally any stochasticinfluenceswill be
increased or shrunk depending on the exact
geometry.Local Lyapunovexponentsmeasure
whether stochastic variationdiverges or contractsat each specific location in phase-space
(35). We sketchout eachof these interactionsin
more details in the Web material(36).

THROUGH

TIME

Confronting Theory with Data: Time
Series of Wild Populations

A justifiable critiqueof laboratory-basedconfirmation of ecological theories is the environmental and spatial simplicity of microcosms. Therefore,the ultimate test of theory
needs to come from the field. Moving from
laboratoryto field studies adds extra complexities to the issues raised above. First, the
measurementof populationsize in the field is
usually done with error.Second, systems are
usually only partially observed (not all state
variables are tracked). Third, we frequently
need to consider local and regional spatial
heterogeneity;many key ecological time series are richly disaggregatedover large spatial areas. Characterizingthe resultantspatio10.0 A
100.0
temporalpatternsis, perhaps,the majorchallenge for ecological time series analysis and
for mechanisticmodeling. This topic is, how10.0
ever, outside the scope of the currentreview.
l
1.0
Many of our case studies are from cyclic
0) CD
reflecting the major historical
populations,
~~~~~~~~~~~1.0
fascination of time series analysts in understanding the recurrentbooms and busts of
these systems. Population oscillations also
150 170 190 210 230
give a particularly strong "signal" against
which to investigate the balance of stochastic
Day
100.0
10.0- B
and deterministicforces. We focus on what a
numberof case studies have to say about the
general theory outlined above, and, in particC:
-10.0
ular, their bearingon: (i) environmentalforcing and large-scale biogeographical variations;
(ii) the ecological dimension of popu100.0 1 C
lation interactions (Can dynamics in free
ranging populations be low dimensional?),
(iii) the interactionbetween nonlinearityand
0.1
0.1
150 170 190 210 230
stochasticityin the wild, and (iv) the problem
of partialobservationand measurementerror.
Thesnowshoe hare and the lynx: Cyclicity
and dimensionality.By far the most analyzed
time seriesin ecology arethoseof the snowshoe
hare(Lepusaniericanus)andthe Canadianlynx
(Lynxcanadensis)(11, 37, 38). These studies
providea tidy illustrationof the practiceof time
seriesanalysisin populationdynamics.Initially,
time serieswere used to test forthe existenceof
populationcycles (37); however,boththe ques10.0
0.1
1.0
tions and methods applied to the time series
MgDaphnia
have since advancedconsiderably.Considering
Fig. 4. The trophicinteractionbetween Daphfirst the relativeimpactof environmentaldrivnia and it resourceis predictedto resultin two
coexistingattractors(a stable fix-pointcoexist- ers versus density-dependentstructure,autorein the
ing with a large-amplitudepredator-preycy- gressionthatcorrectsfor auotcorrelation
cle). Thetime series exhibitingthe two types of
observationsshows thatthereis no directcausal
dynamics are from replicate populations in relationbetween sunspotcycles and cycles in
identical environments(30). (A) Large-ampli- abundance
(11). On the questionof dimensiontude cycles.Cross,Daphnia;solid circle,chlorophyll.Leftaxis and blacklines representDaph- ality:given thatthe hareis embeddedin a rich
nia abundance,Rightaxis and red lines repre- communityof plants, competitors,and predasent algalabundance.(B)Smallamplitudefluc- tors,is it still possibleto understandthe dynamtuations. (C) The two types of dynamics ics in terms of a small numberof key interacsuperimposedon one anotheras coordinatesin tions?Orderestimationtestifiesthatthe dynamphase-space.Blacklines representlarge-ampli- ics of the hareare three-dimensional
(as would
tude cycles (A);red lines representsmall-ama
be
from
interaction),
tri-trophic
expected
plitudefluctuations(B). [Reprintedby permission fromNature(30), copyright1999, Macmil- whereas those of the lynx are approximately
lan MagazinesLtd.]
two-dimensional(as expected for a predatorwww.sciencemag.org
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prey system) (38). The current consensus,
gleaned from detailed field studies and field
experiments(39) and supportedthroughtheoreticalandstatisticalmodelingof time series,is
that the hare cycle can be representedas a
tri-trophicinteractionwhose cycles are sustained throughnonlinearinteractionsbetween
the predatorandprey.But the lastwordhas still
not been said-the influences of seasonality
and space are crucialareasof ongoingresearch
(40, 41).
Rodent cycles: Roles of nonlinearity,stochastictity, and biogeographic variation. In
comparisonto the long-termdata on the lynx
and hare,few ecological time series have been
analyzedas extensivelyas those revealingvole
and lemmingcycles. Because of the numerous
competing hypotheses (42), this provides an
interestingillustrationof how time series analyses havebeenused in the face of a hierarchyof
uncertaintiesaboutmechanism:it is still unclear
whetherthe lemmings'chief dynamicrole is as
a "predator"
on the vegetationor as a prey of
weasels (43), and informationon variables
(predatorsor food biomasstime series) is desperatelylacking. This researchalso illustrates
the continuingfascinationwith the search for
chaos in ecological systems (44).
About half the hypotheses involve trophic
interactions.Therefore, an early use of time
series analysis tested for delayed density dependence (and "second order"dynamics)as a
general probe for the consistency of trophic
hypotheses. This has been done using a variety of linear and nonlinear time series tools
(45, 46). In a similarspirit,the biogeographic
transitionin community structure(generalist
predators are more abundant in the south)
thought to give rise to the transition from
multiannual cycles to seasonal cycles in
Scandinavian rodents was converted to the
hypothesis that the coefficient of direct, but
not delayed, density dependenceshould vary
clinally in space. A meta-analysisof the time
series across the gradient in dynamics supported this prediction(47).
These studies providedimportantinformation about general strategicmodels. In recent
years, however, there has been a shift toward
including more explicit and detailed mechanism. This has been very successfully pioneeredfor noncyclicrodentsfor which densitydependentage-structureddynamicsinteracting
with climaticforcingappearsto be the key issue
(48, 49) (we discuss this class of models in
more detail in the next section). Mechanistic
modeling has also been attemptedfor cyclic
rodents,but a significantdifficultyhere is the
absenceof time series dataon plantsand predators.Two differentrouteshave been takento
deal with this problemof "partialobservation."
One is to rewritethe modelin delaycoordinates
of the observedvariable(46). The other is to
reconstructthe.unobservedvariablesas partof
the estimation,consideringthese as a sequence
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of unknown parameterto be estimated(50).
Both of these avenues pose many conceptual
and technicalchallengesfor futurework. Despitethis, all the recenttime seriesanalysesadd
to the evidence that predationis an important
componentof the vole cycle. There are still
controversiesaboutwhethera key featureof the
cycle-the regularperiod but variableamplitude[alsoseen in manyothercyclic populations
(41)]-is best understoodin terms of highly
nonlinearinteractionswith modestinfluenceof
environmentalstochasticityor weakly nonlinear interactionswith strong stochasticforcing
(50, 51).
Island laboratories:The dynamicsof Soay
sheep. Islandpopulations,where the mainland
food web and spatialdispersalof populations
are reduced,may be seen as an intermediate
environmentbetween the laboratoryand the
wild. Islandpopulationshave providedthe basis of extensivelong-termstudiesin vertebrate
populationdynamics (52-54). The most detailed time series studies have concernedthe
feralSoay sheepof the St. Kildaarchipelago.A
time series for the main islandHirtahas been
logged since the 1950s (augmentedby detailed
individual-baseddemographic studies since
1985) and revealsrecurrentpopulationcrashes
in which up to half the populationcan die
duringthe winter.Becausethe sheepare freeof
predators,the cause of these fluctuationslie in
interactionswith food availdensity-dependent
ability,modifiedby weatherand, to some extent, parasitism.
The time series of this system reflects the
technicalandconceptualtransitionseen in popstudulationdynamicsin general.Correlational
ies (using key factoranalysis)emphasizedthe
importanceof overcompensatorydensity dependencearising from food limitationat high
density (53). Deterministicmodels confirmed
thatthese strongnonlinearitiescouldpotentially
drive recurrentdeep populationcrashes (50).
Attentionthen turnedto explainingirregularities in the patternof crashesusing the semimechanisticthresholdautoregressivemodel to
quantifythe balance between density depenforcing,andothersources
dence,environmental
of process noise (54). The significantcorrelation between isolatedsheep populationsin adjacent islands in the archipelagowas used to
highlight the great impact of environmental
forcingon the dynamics(54). Recently,a more
model
fullymechanisticage- andsex-structured
has been developed (55) that reveals that the
observed dynamics arise from an interaction
between density dependence,weather(including climaticoscillations),and the age structure
of the population.Harshwinterskill young and
old individuals,but only in high-densityyears.
This syntheticmodel derivesfromnew statistimethodsappliedto the incal mark-recapture
dividual-level data. Thus, understandingthe
overall dynamicsdepends on detailedknowledge of demographyat the individuallevel and
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how that,in turn,is affectedby environmental
fluctuations[see also (48, 49, 56)].
Coastal cod: Age structure,stochastic reproduction,and measurementerror. Quantifying the magnitudeof stochasticinfluencesrequires models that account for measurement
errorin the time series.To estimatethe variance
in reproductiveratesandstrengthof within-and
between-cohortinteractionsin Atlantic cod
(Fig. 1), a hierarchicaltime seriesmodelwas fit
to 75-year-longtime series of Atlanticcod (5).
Thedynamicswas assumedto follow a stochastic age-structuredmodel with interactions
among the cohorts.Superimposedon that,the
observationalprocesswas assumedto follow a
Poissoncounting-process.The analysisverified
significantwithin-andbetween-cohortdensitydependentmortalityas well as stochasticvariationin reproduction(5). The stochasticfluctuwere furthershownto be
ationsin reproduction
"echoed"temporallyby the age-structuredinteraction(57). Thus,the coastalcod providesa
particularlyclear example of the inability of
purelystochasticorpurelydeterministicmodels
to capturingthe qualitativedynamics.

ology (5, 21, 61, 62). Second,moremechanistic
models are requiredfor the impactof environmental forcing. Such developmentsappearto
dependon having individual-leveldata on responses to environmentalconditions (48, 49,
55). Third, seasonality is too frequentlyignored;this goes hand-in-handwith a desperate
need for methods to fit ecologically realistic
continuous-timemodels (that include stochasticity anidclimaticforcing)to time series.Initial
progressin this areais also verypromising(63),
but this scientific area is still open. Fourth,
althoughmethodshave been developedto estimate the dimensionof ecological interactions,
they have mostly been applied to laboratory
time series. Estimatingeffective dimensionin
the field is a much toughertask. Fifth, continued developments of techniques to "reconstruct"unobservedvariables,coupledto semimechanisticapproaches,andbettermethodsfor
model comparison(64, 65) will always be important,becausewe will neverbe able to measureall variablesaffectingfree-rangingpopulations. Lastly,probablythe biggest challengeand opportunity-lies in understandingspatiotemporal dynamics. Apart from the intrinsic
Conclusions
problemsof developingmethodsand amassing
Like many "new syntheses,"the proposalthat suitabledata,addingthe spatialdimensionsub"everything(nonlinearity,noise, etc.) is impor- sumes the above problems.Two issues, in partant"is not new (1). However,the recentblend ticular,are (i) to estimatethe extentandpattern
of modern statisticalapproacheswith mecha- of spatial coupling between dynamical units
nistic biological ingredientsis shedding new and (ii) to quantifyhow spatialpatternfeeds
lighton the subject;ironically,addingtechnical back on temporaldynamics.
For population ecology, the wedding of
and methodologicalcomplexitiesgreatlyclariAnotherarea long-term studies with theory forces scienfies our biologicalunderstanding.
of populationbiology where the dialogue be- tists to juggle two apparentlyincompatible
tween theory and time series data has been aims: To understandany system, we need to
almost exactly replicatedis the populationdy- appreciate its idiosyncrasies; to encompass
namics of infectiousdiseases (16, 58). An in- broad patterns,we need to extract generaliteresting contrastbetween childhood disease ties. The currentchallengeto time series analtime series and the systems reviewed here is ysis and ecological theory is, thus, to simulthat demographicstochasticityhas been much taneously accommodate and transcend the
morestudied"inthe wild"in the formerandhas details of naturalhistory. However, theoretibeen shown to be of palpable importance. cal developments can only build on continuWhether this is an intrinsic difference, or ing and new collection of high-quality and
whetherthe animalsystemshavenot been stud- long-termdata, ideally involving field experied at the right scale to detect demographic imentation(39, 66).
stochasticityin the troughsbetween peaks or
outbreaks,is not clear.We suspect,as indicated
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Studies that combine experimental manipulations with long-term data
collection reveal elaborate interactions among species that affect the
structure and dynamics of ecosystems. Research programs in U.S. desert
shrubland and pinyon-juniper woodland have shown that (i) complex
dynamics of species populations reflect interactions with other organisms
and fluctuating climate; (ii) genotype x environment interactions affect
responses of species to environmental change; (iii) herbivore-resistance
traits of dominant plant species and impacts of "keystone" animal species
cascade through the system to affect many organisms and ecosystem
processes; and (iv) some environmental perturbations can cause wholesale
reorganization of ecosystems because they exceed the ecological tolerances of dominant or keystone species, whereas other changes may be
buffered because of the compensatory dynamics of complementary
species.
Throughoutthe 20th century,most theoretical
and empiricalresearchattemptedto understand
the structureand dynamics of populations,
communities, and ecosystems by identifying
the componentsand studyingtheirrelationsin
isolation from the complicatinginfluences of
largersystems.This researchstrategywas suc-

temporalandspatialvariationin the abundance,
distribution,and diversity of species or the
complicatedroles of species in ecosystems.By
the 1980s, it was becomingapparentthatmore
:holistic,syntheticapproacheswere needed (14). To understandrealisticallycomplexecological systems, it is necessaryto study how the
componentsaffectand are affectedby the larger,morecomplicatedsystemsin which they are
embedded.
Especially valuable insights have come
from decades-long studies that combine experimentalmanipulationsof selected species

cessful in elucidatingfundamentalecological
processes:responsesto stressesof extremeabiotic conditions;limitingresourcesof food, water, and inorganicnutrients;and the biotic interactions of competition,mutualism,predation, parasitism,and disease. It was less successful in revealing the complex patternsof
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